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ABSTRACT

Generally, the input feature to the recognizer used for

recognition and modeling has been extended to include dy-

namic information about the �rst and second order deriva-

tives of the cepstral features, energy as well as the informa-

tion about the cepstrum and the peak normalized energy.

The problem with energy normalization approach is that it

is not suitable for real-time application since it introduces

long delays in determining the peak energy. In this paper,

we propose a more eÆcient implementation approach for

energy feature transformation where the energy feature is

mapped into a scale of 0 to 1 using a sigmoid function and

hence avoiding the need for energy normalization. The ex-

perimental results on Tamil connected digit recognition task

show that a 20% string error rate reduction is obtained by

using the proposed nonlinear energy transformation scheme

when compared to using untransformed raw energy feature.

1. INTRODUCTION

Tamil is a Dravidian language spoken by more than 63 mil-

lion people mainly in southern India, northern and eastern

Sri Lanka [6]. It is also been spoken in many other parts

of the world that include Fiji, Malaysia, Mauritius, Singa-

pore, South Africa, Australia, Canada, England and USA.

The alphabet of Tamil is unique, and is like English in that

it is phonetic. That is, letters represent sounds, rather than

ideas as in Mandarin Chinese [9]. Accent classi�cation, lan-

guage identi�cation, and speech production modeling using

Tamil language have been studied recently by several re-

searchers but not in speech recognition [1, 10, 11]. In this

study we explore a new approach for energy transformation

that is applied to Tamil speech recognition.

Generally, the basic recognizer feature set has been ex-

tended to include the liftered cepstral coeÆcients and their

�rst and second order derivatives [3]. The combination of

heterogenous parameters has also been found to be useful

[2]. Frame energy and its derivatives are often used as part

of the representation for each frame, since the energy con-

tour of an utterance contains important information about

the phonetic identity of the sounds within the utterance.

For example, fricatives are much lower in energy than vow-

els. Proper use of such energy information over time can

therfore be helpful in grossly distinguishing one word ut-

terance from another. The addition of a word or sentence

normalized energy contour (as an extra dimension to the

feature vector) uniformly improves performance of HMM

recognizer and makes it more robust to di�erence in talker

populations and transmission conditions [7]. However, in

those systems the normalization coeÆcients are typically

computed over the whole utterance which is not a feasible

solution in real-time applications due to the unnecessary

long processing delay involved [4].

In this paper, we propose a more eÆcient implementation

approach for energy feature transformation where the en-

ergy feature is mapped into a scale of 0 to 1 using a sigmoid

function and hence avoiding the need for batch energy nor-

malization. The experimental results on Tamil connected

digit recognition task show that a 20% string error rate re-

duction is obtained by using such a nonlinear energy trans-

formation scheme when compared to using untransformed

raw energy feature.

2. OVERVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORK

In this section, we review three di�erent methodologies for

robust energy normalization using batch-mode and real-

time implementations.

Batch energy normalization initially determines the peak-

energy for a whole utterance and each frame energy level

is normalized according to a determined peak-energy [4].

The problem with batch energy normalization approach of

speech normalization is that it is not suitable for real-time

application since it introduces long delays in determining

the peak energy.

Another known real-time method is a look-a-head delay

based energy normalization [4]. The peak-energy value is

initially set to a �xed threshold at the beginning of each

utterance. The peak-energy is then estimated by looking

at the window of the look-a-head delay. The frame energy

is normalized according to the estimated peak-energy. The

above steps are repeated until the end of an utterance has

occured. The drawback of the look-a-head approach is that
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the peak-energy is updated only in the upward direction

(monotonically increasing trend). If a database has an uni-

form distribution of low and high energy speakers then it

is very diÆcult to determine, using a single threshold, the

value that is optimal (unbiased) for most of the speakers.

For example, if the threshold is set too low then most of

the background noise will tend to appear as speech. But, if

the initial threshold is set too high then most of the speech

will appear as silence.

We recently proposed a novel energy normalization algo-

rithm based on speech/nonspeech decision mechanism [4].

In this algorithm, the initial background energy is normal-

ized with a higher peak-energy so that the background noise

will appear as silence and the subsequent speech frames

are normalized using the estimated peak-energy so that

the noisy speech will tend to appear as speech and not as

background noise. So the peak-energy has the exibility

of adapting both in downward and upward directions de-

pending upon the current utterance energy level. And this

peak-energy can be revised once in the downward direction,

and monotonically revised in the upward direction after-

wards as exempli�ed in [4]. There is a need for a suitable

method for a real-time voice recognition application without

introducing a long delay when determining the peak-energy.

Additionally, there is a need to permit peak-energy to be

updated higher or lower over time.

3. PROPOSED ENERGY TRANSFORMATION

In this paper, we propose a more eÆcient implementation

approach for energy feature transformation where the en-

ergy feature is mapped into a scale of 0 to 1 using a sigmoid

function and hence avoiding the need for batch or real-time

energy normalization. The short-time energy of a signal at

t-th frame can be expressed as:

et =

IX

i=1

s
2

t (i) (1)

where st(i) refers to the amplitude of the i-th speech sample

of t-th frame and et is the energy of the signal over a frame

duration of I samples. Frequently the value of et is measured

in dB, that is 10 log10 et is used instead of et. Typically the

energy value ranges from 16 dB to about 90 dB depending

upon the speech intensity and network channel conditions

[4].

Let bt denote the background energy estimate obtained

by using a leaky integrator at frame t

bt =  � bt�1 � (1� ) � et (2)

where the integration constant  is empirically selected

which determines the rate of convergence of the background

energy estimate, and bt�1 is the estimate of the background

energy at frame t�1. Initially, for the �rst frame the back-

ground energy is typically set to a lower value of 16 dB, so

that the subsequent background energy estimates become

more realistic.

The di�erence measure at time t is determined by

dt = �et + bt (3)

An energy mapping with respect to the hamming windowed

speech is de�ned in terms of the di�erence measure given

by

êt =
1

1 + e(��dt+�)
(4)

where � normally set to zero and � is a positive constant set

to greater than zero. The parameter � controls the slope

of the above smoothed zero-one function. Clearly, when dt

is much smaller than zero, which implies silence or noisy

frame, virtually the raw energy et is mapped towards zero.

When dt is positive, it leads to a voicing which becomes

essentially a valid speech frame and the raw energy et is

mapped towards one. êt projects the dt into the interval

[0,1]. The above procedure is applied in both training and

recognition.

To illustrate the nature of this algorithm , Figure 1 shows

the actual frame energy trajectory and the corresponding

parameters involved in the transformation. Top plot shows

the unnormalized energy, the second plot provides the bt,

the third plot presents the dt and the bottom plot illustrates

the transformed energy contour for a given utterance. It is

observed that the proposed energy transformation provides

better speech and nonspeech classi�cation and further en-

hances the voicing decision.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Eleven Tamil digits, onru, erandu, moonru, naangu, ainthu,

aaru, ezhu, ettu, onpathu and poochiam or suzhi as shown

in Table 1 were used in the evaluation task. The Tamil

connected digit corpus comprised of speech data from 16

native speakers (8 male and 8 female ranging in age from

15 to 75 years old) collected over network channels using

a variety of telephone handsets. The digit string length is

�xed to 10 for both training and testing sets. Each talker

spoke a total of 150 digit strings, out of which the �rst

100 utterances were used for training and the remaining

50 utterances were used for testing. All recordings in the

training and testing set are valid digit strings, totaling 1600

and 800 strings for training and testing, respectively.

Input speech is segmented into overlapping frames of 30

msec long with centers 10 msec apart. Each frame is pro-

cessed to give 12 LPC-derived liftered cepstral coeÆcients

along with raw energy or sigmoid transformed energy. The

combined feature vector is augmented with its �rst and sec-

ond order time derivatives resulting in two di�erent model

types. To use a well-known frame vector as a baseline sys-

tem, we perform our analysis on the 39-dimensional frame
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Figure 1. Typical energy measurement contours

for the utterance \16307179597" spoken by a male

speaker using Tamil connected digit corpus.

Digits English Tamil

1 one onru

2 two erandu

3 three moonru

4 four naangu

5 �ve ainthu

6 six aaru

7 seven ezhu

8 eight ettu

9 nine onpathu

Z zero poochiam

O oh suzhi

Table 1. One-to-one mapping of English digits with

Tamil.
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Figure 2. A block diagram of feature extraction

using signal conditioned MSE training.

vector consisting of the cepstrum, unnormalized raw en-

ergy, delta cepstrum, delta-delta cepstrum, delta energy

and delta-delta energy [4]. The proposed feature set con-

tains the same as baseline feature set but the raw energy is

replaced by the nonlinearly transformed energy as explained

in the previous section.

Following feature analysis, each feature vector is passed

to the recognizer which models each word in the vocab-

ulary by a set of left-to-right continuous mixture density

HMM using context-independent models. Each digit was

modeled with 10 state HMMs, with 4 Gaussian mixtures.

Speech background is modeled with a single state, 32 mix-

ture HMM. The HMMs were trained using one iterations of

MLE and six iterations of MSE training [8]. Each training

utterance is signal conditioned by applying cepstral mean

subtraction [5] prior to being used in MSE training as shown

in Figure 2. The length of the input digit strings are as-

sumed to be known, and the proposed energy tranformation

is done during both training and testing.

We have conducted experiments to verify the e�ective-

ness of the proposed energy transformation using the noisy

telephone speech database on HMM-based connected digit

recognition performance. To determine the best value for

the background energy estimate, a series of fast experiments

are conducted using the English models [4, 12]. The results

expressed as word and string error rate as a function of

background energy estimate bt is shown in Table 2. We ob-

serve that the recognizer performance drops after bt reaches

60. Therefore in all the following experiments, we tend to



Model Type Wr Er St Ac

bt = 40 1.89% 90.67%

bt = 45 1.78% 90.71%

bt = 50 1.80% 91.06%

bt = 55 1.30% 93.17%

bt = 60 1.12% 93.86%

bt = 65 1.14% 93.87%

bt = 70 1.46% 93.19%

Table 2. Word error rate (Wd Er) and string accu-

racy (St Ac) for an unknown-length grammar-based

English connected digit recognition task using the

MSE training methods as a function of background

energy estimate bt.

Model MLE MSE

Type Wd Er St Ac Wd Er St Ac

Baseline 8.39% 67.52% 6.97% 79.38%

Proposed 7.28% 74.21% 6.26% 82.80%

Table 3. Word error rate (Wd Er) and string accu-

racy (St Ac) for a 10-digit known-length grammar-

based Tamil connected digit recognition task using

the conventional MLE and MSE training methods

as a function of model type.

choose the same bt value (bt is set to 60 db in our current

study), for every database which is quite convenient in the

sense that we don't need to tune the values for each and

every utterances.

The Table 3 shows the performance comparison between

the proposed scheme with the conventional 39 feature model

(without the energy normalization). It is observed that the

proposed model performs better than the benchmark sys-

tem in terms of both word error and string error rate re-

ductions. A string error rate reduction of 20% and 17% is

noticed when moving from MLE to MSE models.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed a more eÆcient implementation

approach for energy feature transformation where the en-

ergy feature is mapped into a scale of 0 to 1 using a sigmoid

function and hence avoiding the need for batch or real-time

energy normalization. The experimental results on Tamil

connected digit recognition task showed that a 20% string

error rate reduction is obtained by using the proposed non-

linear energy transformation scheme when compared to us-

ing untransformed raw energy feature. Further improve-

ment in performance can be anticipated by integrating the

speech/nonspeech decision mechanism into the preprcessing

stage so that the mapping coeÆcient bt can be computed

using a look-a-head delay of �xed frame length [4].
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